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Summary

of December 2010 and amounted to 168, 800 rub. per sq.m.
by the results of March 2011. The analogous index in the
dollar equivalent reached $5, 950 per sq.m., 7.6% increase
versus December 2010 was conditioned by the weakening
of the dollar rate against ruble. The average price in the secondary residential market remains at the level of $6, 430 per
sq.m. by the results of March, the increase of average price
per quarter amounted to 0.6% in rubles and 8% in dollars.

According to official data, 5.25 mln. sq.m. of residential
space were commissioned in Russia for the first two
months of 2011, which is 11% lower than in the corresponding period of the previous year. On the whole, 63
mln. sq.m. are planned for commissioning in 2011.
Only 62.4 thous. sq.m. were delivered in Moscow for
January-February 2011 (35% of the indices of the analogous period of 2010). According to the preliminary data of
Moscow state statistics, approx 200 thous.sq.m. were delivered for the whole Q1 2011 in Moscow, which is 60%
lower than the indices of 2010 and constitutes less than
10% of the total volume of residential space, planned for
commissioning in 2011 in Moscow. On the whole, according to the plans of authorities, 2.7 mln. sq.m. of residential
space will be commissioned in the capital in 2011.

In March 2011, the elite primary market supply included
approx 1, 050 flats in 35 residential complexes and about
200 apartments in 6 complexes. In Q1 2011, the market
enlarged with 6 new residential properties: 19, Pechatnikov
per., “Barkli Virgin House” RC, 3, Pechatnikov per., “Barkli
Park” RC, “Knightsbridge private Park” RC and “Nikolaevsky
dom” RC.
The demand in the elite residential market of Moscow
displayed traditional for the beginning of the year growth.
The average price in the elite residential market stayed practically at the level of December 2010. No considerable
growth of prices, even connected with the prohibition of new
construction in the center of Moscow, has been noticed yet.
By the results of March 2011, the average price in the elite
primary market amounted to $17, 900 per sq.m.* (including
apartments in “Sadovie quarters” RC - $15,950 per sq.m.).
The average price in the secondary elite residential market
reached $24, 000 per sq.m. in March 2011. The average
price for the elite apartments amounted to $12, 480 per
sq.m. by the results of the month.

The primary residential market in Q1 2011 is characterized by rather active delivery of new projects. This
trend was typical of the whole 2010. However, if in 2010
economy-class properties prevailed in the market, then
the new supply, which enlarged the market in Q1 of the
current year, was represented by the properties, belonging to different segments of the market. As of 2011, the
supply volume in the primary market of Moscow amounts
to almost more than 200 properties or approx 1.2 mln.
sq.m.
The growth of supply volume of residential space of
Moscow was in progress in Q1 2011. According to the
Russian Register administration in Moscow, 18 140 transactions on residential real estate were registered for the
first three months of 2011, which is 22% higher than the
index of Q1 2010. Besides, considerable increase of the
number of deals, which were concluded according to the
equity participation agreement, which, as opposed to the
preliminary agreements, were to be registered, was noticed after the acceptance of amendments in 214-FL
(June 2010). According to the Russian Register administration in Moscow, approx 500 equity participation agreements were registered in Q1 2011 (4 times more than in
the analogous period of the previous year).

The beginning of 2011 was marked by the growth of supply volumes in the elite rental market. High activity was noticed among tenants as well. At the same time volumes of
both new supply and demand turned out to be higher than
the indices of the previous years. It may be stated that the
market returned to the pre-crisis indices. The rental rates
went on growing. Minor drop of rates was noticed in January, however already by the end of the period the rates recovered to the level of the end of 2010. As a result, the average level of rental rate reached $7, 820 per apartment per
month by the end of Q1 2011. The reduction for the quarter
(caused by January drop of activity) constituted 1%, the annual increase – 9%.

The primary residential market of Moscow displayed
stability during the first months of 2011 – the average
level of prices in the ruble equivalent remained at the level
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rental segment in Q1 2011, which caused the growth of
rates – the average level of rental rate reached $13, 900
per house per month by the end of the quarter, the growth
for Q1 amounted to 3%, the total growth for the year –
3.7%.

sale land plots without compulsory building contracts, went
on. However, according to Blackwood Company experts’
assessment, the share of such projects in the total volume of
new supply in 2011 will be gradually decreasing, more highquality and liquid projects will enter the market.

Q1 2011 did not bring any significant recovery to the
countryside residential real estate market of Moscow Region. However, a number of development companies announced their future plans on the implementation of new
countryside projects in different price segments. It should
be noted that the delivery of the projects, which offer for

As far as the wholesale land market of Moscow Region is
concerned, during Q1 2011, the general level of supply price
indices did not go through any significant changes, minor
shifts of average indices depending on the distance from
MKAD and direction were recorded, but they were mainly
caused by the changes in the supply structure.
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Residential real estate. Russia. Moscow region
Residential supply trends in Russia

During the first two months of 2011, 5.25 mln. sq.m. of residential space were commissioned in Russia according to the
official data, which is 11% lower than in the analogous period of
the previous year.
In general, according to the authorities’ announcements, 63
mln. sq.m. are planned for commissioning in 2011, which is 5
mln. sq.m. more than the indices of 2010, by the results of which
58.1 mln. sq.m. of residential real estate were delivered.
The leader by the volumes of residential space delivery by
the results of January-February 2011, Krasnodar Territory, was
actively developing, among other things because of the staging
of the Olympic Games in 2014 in Sochi. 533.8 thous. sq.m. of
residential space were delivered in the area for the past period.
Moscow Region, which established itself as the leading area by
the construction volumes for the past few years, took the second
place (442.1 thous. sq.m.). Still, the construction volumes remained practically at the level of the previous year – 538.3 and
445.6 thous. sq.m. respectively. Tyumen Region ranked the third
place (365.4 thous. sq.m. of delivered residential space).

Source: Federal State Statistic service

Residential supply trends in Russia, per month

Only 62.4 thous. sq.m. (35% of the indices of the corresponding period of 2010) were delivered in Moscow for JanuaryFebruary, and the whole volume was delivered in February,
while in January no property was delivered. According to the
preliminary data of Moscow State Statistics, 200 thous. sq.m.
were delivered in Moscow for the whole Q1 2011, which is 60%
lower than the indices of 2010 and constituted less than 10% of
the total volume of residential space, planned for commissioning
in 2011 in Moscow. Moscow authorities mentioned toughened
requirements to the commissioned properties as one of the main
reasons of such dramatic drop of indices, which undoubtedly
shifted the delivery terms for some time.

Source: Federal State Statistic service

Monthly construction volumes of residential real estate in
Moscow, thous. sq. m

In general, according to the authorities’ plans, 2.7 mln. sq.m.
of residential space will be delivered in the capital in 2011: (for
comparison: by the results of 2010, 1.77 mln. sq.m. of residential
space were delivered in the city). 0.66 mln. sq.m. is planned for
construction using budget funds of 2011, i.e. a little bit more than
30% of the total volume.
Therefore, the beginning of the year did not show high paces
of growth of residential space delivery volumes. On the contrary,
the reduction of construction activity was noticed in many regions. However, it should be taken into account that, as a rule,
the first months are not demonstrative, and it is likely that the
announced plans on the commissioning of residential space will
be fulfilled. Gradual recovery of the country economics after the
crisis, including construction sector, state support of large-scale
projects, as well as the growth of demand on the part of potential
buyers of residential space will contribute to it.
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Moscow. Supply
conditions. Vedis Group Company (the developer of “Golovino”
RC), which in the crisis period offered for sale considerable volumes at the initial stage of construction at rather low prices, also
changed the strategy of sales. Thus, the sales in Golovino started
at the stage of active construction with the corresponding level of
prices. Using such a price policy the developer aimed at the reduction of the share of investment purchases within the framework of
his/her projects.

The primary market in Q1 2011 was characterized by rather
active delivery of new projects. This trend was typical of the
whole 2010. However, if in 2010 the market enlarged predominantly with economy-class properties, then new supply of Q1 of
the current year was represented by the properties, belonging to
different segments of the market.
The economy-class residential complex “Golovino” (“Vedis
Group”), “Life-Volzhskaya” residential quarter (“Pioneer” GC)
and “Podsolnukhi” RC (“City XXI”) may be mentioned among the
main properties, which entered the primary market during the
period under consideration. The sales started in “Emerald” business-class RC (“Glavmosstroy”), the elite primary segment
enlarged with such properties as “Barkli park” and “Barkli Virgin
House” RC (“Barkli” Corporation), “Knightsbridge Private Park”
RC (“Restavratsiya H” Company), etc.

New objects distribution by Moscow districts, March 2011

Therefore, as of March 2011, the supply volume in the primary market of Moscow amounted to a little bit more than 200
properties or approx 1.2 mln. sq.m. The share of apartments in
the total supply volume constitutes about 8%.
In the short term the delivery of new properties to the market
will continue. In 2011, it is planned to begin the construction and
open the sales in “Life-Skhodnenskaya” residential quarter
(“Pioneer” GC), Life-Mitinskaya residential quarter (“Pioneer”
GC), “Zeleniy bereg” RC (Yuit-stroy), etc.

Source: Blackwood research

Secondary market objects distribution by Moscow districts,
March 2011

It should be noted that during the period of the end of 2010the beginning of 2011 the market enlarged with several properties at the final stage of construction. They included
“Ayvazovsky” RC, “Golovino” RC, residential house in Polina
Osipenko street.
It is most probable that such strategy of sales is conditioned
by the fact that the period of active construction fell on the crisis
period, when demand and the level of prices were much lower
than the indices of the present moment. Therefore, on the availability of the necessary resources, the most reasonable action
was to finish construction and begin the sales of the properties
at the final stage of construction with more favourable market

Source: Blackwood research

Some announced projects in Q1 2011
Address

Material of walls

Total residential
area, sq.m.

Voykovsky

Panel (P-44T),
monolith

approx 60 000

SEAD

Tekstilschiki

Monolith

approx 45 000

Comfort

NWAD

Strogino

Monolith

approx 25 000

Business

SWAD

Monolith

approx 50 000

Name

Developer

Class

AD

Bld.2, 3, 1 Narvskaya str.

Golovino

Vedis Group

Economy

NAD

7th Tekstilschikov str.

LifeVolzhskaya

Pioneer GC

Comfort

Bld. 1, 2, 2 Tvardovskogo str.

Podsolnukhi

City XXI century

105, Leninsky prosp.

Emerald

Glavmosstroy

District

Obruchevsky

Source: Blackwood research
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Moscow. Demand
Credits to individuals, Moscow

The growth of demand volumes in the residential real estate
of Moscow continued in Q1 2011. Thus, according to the Russian Register administration in Moscow, 18 140 transactions on
residential real estate were registered for the first three months
of 2011, which is 22% higher than the index of Q1 2010.
The preservation of the positive dynamics of deals is connected with a number of factors. First of all, in the conditions of
price stability and liberalization of mortgage lending terms, the
activity of direct purchases grew. Secondly, the established market condition turned out to be rather favourable for the execution
of alternative deals. Thirdly, the marked increase in the number
of transactions, concluded according to the equity participation
agreements, which, as opposed to the preliminary agreements,
were to be registered, was noticed after the acceptance of
amendments in 212-FL (June 2010). Thus, according to the
Russian Register administration in Moscow, approx 500 equity
participation agreements were registered in Q1 2011 (4 times
more than in the analogous period of the previous year).

Source: Central Bank of RF

Number of transactions registered , Moscow

The number of mortgage transactions, registered in Q1
reached approx 4.5 thous. (25% of the total number of registered transactions). The YoY growth amounted to 34%. Therefore, the activization of the mortgage lending is apparent. It is
caused by the preservation of the price stability, return of banks
to the lending for the purchase of residential space in new buildings, liberalization of the mortgage terms (first of all, the reduction of rate), the growth of the population income.

Source: Federal Registration Service in Moscow

Moscow. Prices
The primary market of Moscow on the whole displayed stability during the first months of 2011– the average level of prices
by the results of March 2011 remained at the level of December
2010 in the rouble equivalent and amounted to 168, 800 rub. per
sq.m. The analogous index in the dollar equivalent reached $5,
950 per sq.m., 7.6% increase versus December 2010 was conditioned by the weakening of dollar rate against rouble.

Prices dynamics, Moscow, $ per sq. m

Despite the fact that the average indices did not go through
significant changes, positive dynamics was observed in separate
properties and segments of the market.
Thus, the average price in the economy-class segment was
at 112, 500 rub.per sq.m. level, at the same time the increase
against December 2010 amounted to almost 7%. The growth of
average price in this segment was conditioned by both the
growth of prices in a number of properties, among other things
because of the raise of the construction readiness stage and the
change of the supply structure in this segment.
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Moscow. Prices
Average prices by Moscow Districts, $ per sq. m,
March 2011

During Q1 2011 the primary market of economy class
enlarged with some properties at the final stage of construction:
supply in March offered apartments in already constructed residential complexes of Vedis Group Company – “Nakhimovo” RC
(from 146, 000 to 166, 000 rub. per sq.m.) and “Urlovo” RC
(from 131, 000 to 143, 000 rub. per sq.m.), besides the sales
started in “Golovino” RC, which was at the final stage of construction, where the range of prices amounted to 117, 000- 132,
000 rub. per sq.m. In addition to the above mentioned residential
complexes the market enlarged with offers in the constructed
building of “Zolotoy treugolnik” (“Golden triangle”) (from 135, 000
to 140, 000 rub. per sq.m.).
It should be mentioned that the supply prices in the economy
class segment are in the range from 76, 500 to 166, 000 rub. per
sq.m. At the same time approx 25% of the total supply volume
consists of apartments offered at the price of up to 100, 000 rub.
per sq.m.
The changes in the business class segment were not so
significant. The increase of the average price reached 3% by the
results of Q1, the absolute value of the average price in this segment reached $6, 585 per sq.m.
The secondary residential market did not undergo any significant changes as well. The average price in the secondary
residential market was at $6, 430 per sq.m. level by the results
of March, the increase of average price per quarter amounted to
0.6% in rubles and 8% in dollars.

Source: Blackwood research

Moscow. Trends and forecast
The outlined in 2010 trend of gradual recovery of the
market continued in Q1 2011. The market is in process of
enlarging with new properties, moderate growth of prices
is noticed in some properties and segments of the market.

RESEARCH AND CONSULTING DEPARTMENT

According to our assessment, the delivery of new properties will continue in the nearest future. The deficit of supply is not expected in the short term. The buyers’ activity will
be stable with character seasonal fluctuations, the growth of
prices – moderate.
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RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE. ELITE SEGMENT

Moscow. Sale. Supply
Elite objects came into the market and projects
announced in Q1 2011

In March 2011, the elite primary market offered about 1,050
apartments in 35 residential complexes.
In Q1 2011, the market enlarged with 5 new residential properties. In January 2011, the sales in 4-storey club house at 19,
Pechatnikov per. (Meschansky district) were opened. In February, a new elite club complex “Barkli Virgin House” located in
Ostozhenka at 8/9, 1st Zachatievsky per. entered the market. In
March, apartments in a reconstructed small apartment house,
located in the area of Tsvetnoy Boulevard at 3, Pechatnikov per.
were offered for sale.
Besides, in March, the construction and sales began in
“Barkli Park” RC located near Ekaterininsky park (Meschansky
district), as well as in “Knightsbridge Private Park” at the crossing of Efremova and Kooperativnaya streets.
As far as the elite apartment market is concerned, the primary market currently offers properties in such complexes as
“Rezidentsiya Znamenka” (9/12, Znamenka str.), “Moscow-City”
MIBC towers (“Imperia Tower”, “City of Capitals”, “Federation
Tower”), as well as in delivered in March 2011 “Nikolaevsky
dom” RC (Komsomolsky pr., 9a).
The summary supply volume consists of 200 apartments
(36.2 thous. sq.m.). The complexes with elite apartments are
located in such districts as Presnensky, Arbat and Khamovniki.
The leader by the number and area of presented in the market
apartments is Presnensky district, where “Moscow-City” MIBC
towers are located.

As for the secondary elite apartment market, the supply volume in this segment in March 2011 amounted to approx 850
apartments (155.4 thous. sq.m.). The largest supply volume is
concentrated in Khamovniki (37.7%).

Supply volume dynamics in secondary market*,%

New buildings supply by Central District, Q1 2011, %

Source: Blackwood research

Secondary market supply by Central District, Q1 2011, %
*- according to the Company’s database; January - 100%
Source: Blackwood research

Demand structure in terms of budget, March 2011, %

Source: Blackwood research

Source: Blackwood research
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RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE. ELITE SEGMENT

Moscow. Sale. Supply
The main share of the supply structure of apartments by
budgets in March 2011 consisted of apartments at the price of
$1-$2 mln. The minimal number of apartments was concentrated
in the budget of up to $0,5 mln. The share of the most expensive
apartments (at the price of more than $5 mln.) grew from 8% to
12.1% for 2010.

tion: the projects, which have no authorization documents yet, the
projects, which have not been started yet, the projects, which have
been planned at the earlier vacant territories, etc.
If to suppose that nothing new will enter the elite residential
market in the city center, then, first of all, there is a definite
“reserve factor” in the elite residential market, including the projects which are now on sale. Secondly, the interrupted by the crisis
process of decentralization will recover – the formation of new
“elite” districts beyond the city center and beyond the city. Thirdly,
the process of reconstruction will become more active (which is
typical of the city center as it is).

In Q1 2011, the city authorities decided to limit new construction in the city center. In Q1 2011, several investcontracts were
abrogated in the process of inspection. The restriction of construction in the city center may undoubtedly affect the paces of
the elite residential market saturation with new properties, however it is not definite yet, which projects will undergo this restricMoscow. Sale. Demand
In Q1 2011, the number of incoming requests to Blackwood
regarding the purchase of an elite apartment grew by 57% versus Q4 2010.

index was at 2-3 months level, and in the pre-crisis period – 6
months. The highest paces of implementation are still character of
the high-quality residential complexes with adequate prices. In
conditions of the investment activity growth, the matter of the properties selection, which were the most interesting from the perspective of investment, turned out to be relevant.

On the whole the buyers’ activity in Q1 2011 was at the level
of the indices of analogous period of 2010.
The exposure period of apartments has been slightly reduced and currently amounts to 1.5-2 months for high-quality
properties. For comparison, at the beginning of the year this

The following new buildings may be singled out among the
most attractive in terms of investment offers: “City of Capitals”
MFC, “Italian quarter” RC, “Afanasievsky” RC.
Demand structure in terms of budget, Q1 2011, % of total requests

Demand volume dynamics*

Source: requests to Blackwood
* - requests to Blackwood, January - 100%
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RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE. ELITE SEGMENT

Moscow. Sale. Price
In Q1 2011, the prices for the elite residential real estate in
Moscow remained practically at the level of the end of 2010.

Average prices dynamics, elite segment

There is no considerable growth of prices yet, even in the
light of the restriction of new construction in the center. The sellers have not reacted to the authorities’ announcements yet.
Theoretically, the prohibition of new construction and, as a
consequence, the decrease of supply volume in any popular
among consumers place inevitably causes the raise of prices. At
the same time the supply in the elite market has never been
mass – it contradicts the very essence of this segment.
However, the unique residential space in the city center
costs a lot even regardless of the established situation, and the
price leaps are hardly possible here. More large-scale projects
will also raise prices carefully – it is better not to check for
strength still weak after the crisis demand.

Source: Blackwood research

Price distribution in Central Administrative District,
March 2011, $ per sq. m

By the results of March 2011, the average price in the primary elite market amounted to $17, 900 per sq.m.* (with regard
to apartments in “Sadovie Quarters” RC - $15, 950 per sq.m.).
The average price in the elite secondary market in March 2011
dropped 1% and constituted $12, 480 per sq.m. The range of
prices is rather wide: $7, 500 - $29, 000. The growth of average
price for Q1 2011 amounted to 2.3%.
Most expensive new buildings in Moscow, March 2011
Address

District

Price,
$ per sq. m

6, Granatny per.

CAD/Presnensky

up to 41 922

8/9, 1st Zachatievsky per.
“Barkli Virgin House” RC

CAD/Khamovniki
(Ostozhenka)

up to 40 000

“Granatny Palace” RC, 8 Granatny per.

CAD/Presnensky

up to 38 000

Source: Blackwood research

Source: Blackwood research

Moscow. Sale. Trends and forecast.
prices, which is caused among other things by the prohibition of
new construction in the center of Moscow.

Therefore, the beginning of 2011 was marked with the entrance of 6 new elite buildings into the market (including the
apartment complex “Nikolaevsky dom”) in Meschansky and
Khamovniki districts. The demand in the elite residential market
of Moscow displayed traditional for the beginning of the year
growth. Nevertheless, the number of incoming requests to
Blackwood for the purchase of elite apartments remained at the
level of the indices of Q1 2010.

According to our forecasts, the market will be saturated with
new properties during 2011. Even taking into account the restriction of construction in the center, the sharp deficit of supply is not
expected in the market in the short term, as there is definite
“reserve factor” in the elite residential market, for instance the projects, which are now on sale. The buyers’ activity, will most probably, stay stable, at the same time the prices will grow gradually.

The average price in the elite residential market remained at
the level of December 2010. There is no substantial raise of
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Moscow. Rent. Supply
Supply volume dynamics*

The beginning of the year was marked by the growth of
supply volumes in the elite rental market. By the end of March,
the number of new offers doubled in comparison with January
indices. Traditionally, during this period the market has been
saturated with both the apartments, offered for rent for the first
time, as well as renewed variants.
In quantitative terms, the new supply volume turned out to
be higher than the indices of the previous year – the period of
the players’ active return to the purchase and sale market,
however lower than the indices of 2009, when in the conditions of the crisis the owners of apartments only began their
move to the rental market. Therefore, it may be firmly stated
that the market returned to the pre-crisis indices.

* - according to the Company’s database;
January - 100%

In general, the elite apartments were offered for rent in
Tverskoy, Arbat and Khamovniki (Ostozhenka-Prechistenka
area) districts. A little bit lower volumes were located in Basmanny district (Chistie Prudi area) and in the actively developed during the recent years Yakimanka district.

Supply structure inside the Central District, Q1 2011

Beyond CAD the most high-quality apartments for rent
were offered in modern new buildings, which were presented
in large quantities in prestigious districts of WAD, SWAD and
NWAD.
It was difficult to single out one of the most popular range
in the supply structure by budgets in Q1 2011 – the supply
turned out to be gradually distributed in three ranges: $3 001$4 500, $4 501-$6 000 and $6 001-$8 000 per month. At the
same time the shift towards higher budgets was noticed. As
the result, the share of the most expensive apartments (from
$10, 000 per month), the least dependant on the changes of
the market, turned out to be at the level of the most popular
budget indices.

Source: Blackwood research

Supply structure in terms of budget, $ per month

Source: Blackwood research

Moscow. Rent. Demand
Demand volume dynamics*

The high activity in Q1 2011 was noticed among tenants as
well – the supply volumes have grown half as much since the
beginning of the year.
Besides, the growth was noticed in the quantitative terms
versus the previous year. It is first of all evident of the fact that
the elite rental market, which traditionally has had its own target
audience, has recovered its positions. Among other things, it
concerns expats, the share of which was growing progressively
and almost reached the pre-crisis 70%.
The main demand in the elite rental segment was concentrated in the most prestigious districts of CAD – Tverskoy,

Source: Requests to Blackwood
January - 100%
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Moscow. Rent. Demand
Dynamics of demand in terms of budget, $ per month

Khamovniki (Ostozhenka-Prechistenka), Arbat and popular
among foreigners areas of Chistie and Patriarshie Prudi
(Basmanny and Presnensky districts respectively). Beyond CAD
expats showed special interest in the districts with developed
infrastructure, where foreign schools, medical centers and other
facilities are located.
There were minor changes in the demand structure by budgets by the end of Q1 2011, which were connected with the shift
of demand towards higher budgets. Thus, the share of requests
in the $3 001-$4 500, $4 501-$6 000 and >$10 000 per month
budgets has grown. Still, <$3, 000 per month budget remained
the most popular.

Source: requests to Blackwood

Moscow. Rent. Rates
Average prices dynamics on the rent market, per month

In Q1 2011, the growth of rental rates was in progress. The
largest decrease of rates was noticed in January, which was
connected with traditional slack of the market, however the rates
almost recovered to the level of the end of 2010 by the end of
the period.
As the result, by the end of Q1 2011, the average level of
rental rates reached the index of $7 820 per apartment per
month. The decrease for the quarter (caused by the seasonal
slack of activity) constituted 1%, the annual increase – 9%.
The recovery of traditional for the elite rental market balance
of demand and supply caused the fact that considerable discounts – the trend characteristic of the previous years, practically ceased to be provided. In general, they were within the
framework of standard 3-5%.

Source: requests to Blackwood

Rental rates by Central districts, March 2011, $ per month

By the end of Q1 2011, the leaders by the average rental
rate were Yakimanka and Khamovniki, the least expensive
apartments for rent were concentrated in Tagansky district.
The growth of rental rate with a gradual decrease of activity
by the end of the summer season is expected to continue in the
nearest future.
The most expensive apartments for rent in Moscow, March
2011

Address

District

Area, sq.m

Price of rent,
$ per month

Korobeynikov per.

CAD/Khamovniki

255

50 000

Pyatnitskaya str.

CAD/
Zamoskvorechie

300

40 000

Tverskaya str.

CAD/Tverskoy

450

37 000

Source: Blackwood research
Source: Blackwood research
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Moscow region. Cottages for rent
Dynamics of cottages supply volume*

Considerable growth of activity was noticed in Q1 2011 in the
elite rental residential market. On the one hand, the market
enlarged with new properties, including “summer” cottages, offered for a season. On the other hand, the demand began growing traditionally at the end of winter. Despite the fact that the
balance of demand and supply shifted towards the latter during
the crisis, there are still not many really high-quality offers in the
market, and the more liquid properties leave the market rather
quickly, which makes the tenants begin their searches as early
as possible. Besides, the demand in Q1 was supported at the
expense of gradually returning to the market foreign tenants.
The growth of the market activity caused the growth of rates
– the average level of rental rate reached $13, 900 per house
per month by the end of the quarter. The growth for Q1 reached
3%.

* - houses entered in the Company’s database; January - 100%

Average prices dynamics on the cottages for rent

The most expensive cottages in Q1 2011 were offered along
Rublevo-Uspenskoe and Novorizhskoe directions.
The most expensive cottages for rent, March 2011
Address/
name

Direction

Area

700 sq. m, 34
sotkas
1 200 sq. m, 14
Myakinino
Novorizhskoe, 1 km
sotkas
1 500 sq. m, 100
Gorki-8 Rublevo-Uspenskoe,18 km
sotkas
Serebryany
500 sq. m, 15
Moscow, Tamanskaya str.
bor
sotkas
Landscape Rublevo-Uspenskoe, 8 km

Rental price,
$ per month
$65 000
$59 000
$55 000
Source: Blackwood research

$25 500

Source: Blackwood research

Moscow. Rent. Trends and forecast
Therefore, the elite rental market recovered its pre-crisis
positions almost to the full extent. Thus, the price indices began
to exceed the maximally reached level of August-September
2008, expats, the main target audience of the segment, began to
return to the market and there gradually appeared the deficit of
the high-quality supply. All this is indicative of the high stability of
the elite rental market.

perspective, however, by the results of the year the growth may be
expected at the level of 15-20%.
The recovery of the countryside elite rental market is going in
slower paces, however, the trend of growth is outlined even here.
The growth of rates, which is caused among other things by the
seasonal factor, is expected in the nearest months with the following decrease of paces in the second half year.

Traditional seasonal decrease of activity, and as a consequence, the paces of rates growth is expected in the short-term
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Organized settlements. Supply
In Q1 2011, the delivery of countryside settlements continues, however, the economy segment projects and land plots
without building contracts, the share of which constituted 70%,
were still the leaders in the total volume of new supply. Approximately 15 projects entered the countryside real estate market of
Moscow Region for the period under consideration. Novorizhskoe and Kaluzhskoe directions became the leaders by
the delivery of new projects (31% of the total supply volume
respectively). It should be noted that the majority of new projects
is concentrated in the range of up to 15 km of MKAD (38% of
the total supply volume). The shift of new supply to such a close
distance from MKAD is connected with the delivery of 4 new
projects of Masshtab Company to the market.

Primary supply of settlements by the main directions,
by distance from MKAD, Q1 2011

Source: Blackwood research

Dynamics of new supply volume in the countryside real
estate market, January 2009 - 100 %

The structure of new supply, by directions, by distance from
MKAD, Q1 2011, %

Source: Blackwood research

Source: Blackwood research

Organized settlements. Prices
Average prices of high budget countryside residential real
estate, Q1 2011 $/sq. m.

The price stagnation was observed in the countryside residential real estate market of Moscow Region in Q1 2011.
The growth of prices at the level of 5 - 10% was recorded
only in some projects, which were, as a rule, at the final stage of
readiness, and which were implemented by famous developers.
In Q1 2011, the average price of 1 sq. m of a cottage (with
regard to the price of land) amounted to $ 4 980 in the elite settlements, $ 3 250 - in the business class settlements, $ 1 400 in
the economy class settlements.
Price dynamics of countryside residential real estate,
Q1 2007 – Q1 2011, $/ sq. m.

Source: Blackwood research

Source: Blackwood research
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Organized settlements. Demand
Rating of the directions by demand for countryside elite real
estate, Q1 2011

In Q1 2011, the settlements located in Novorizhskoe and
Rublevo-Uspenskoe directions (27% and 22% of requests respectively) were still in the greatest demand among potential
buyers of high-budget countryside real estate of Moscow Region. At the same time the majority of requests were recorded by
the properties located at the distance of 21 - 30 km from MKAD
(50% of requests).
As far as the areas of high-budget households are concerned, then the most popular in Q1 2011 were the adjacent
land plots measuring 15 - 20 sotkas (39% of requests) and
houses measuring 301 - 400 sq. m (48% of requests). In Q1
2011, the households at the price of up to $2 000 000 consisted
64% of demand.
At the same time the most sought-after households were
those, the price of 1 sq. m of which varied from 2 000 to 4 000 $/
sq. m (34% of requests).

Source: Blackwood research

The client’s preferences by distance from MKAD, % of the
total number of requests, Q1 2011

The most popular cottage area, % of the total number
of requests, Q1 2011

The most popular land plot area, % of the total number of
requests, Q1 2011

The client’s budget, % of the total number of requests,
Q1 2011

Source: requests to Blackwood Q1 2011

The main trends and forecast
moment of the beginning of the crisis premium-class project.
Thus, Masshtab Company began the implementation of a new
cottage settlement “Lesnaya simphoniya”, which is located
within 5 km from MKAD in Kaluzhskoe direction.

Q1 2011 did not bring any tangible recovery to the countryside residential real estate market of Moscow Region.
However, a number of development companies announced
their future plans concerning the implementation of new countryside projects in different price segments.

Despite this fact, the delivery of the projects, which offer for
sale land plots without compulsory building contracts, continues.
However, according to Blackwood Company experts’ estimates,
the share of such projects in the total volume of new supply in
2011 will be gradually decreasing, more high-quality and liquid
projects will enter the market.

Thus, the affiliated company of Sberbank acquired the right
for construction of famous “Rublevo-Arkhangelskoe”, buying out
the controlling block of shares in the “city of millionaires” project.
OAO VTB Bank signed the agreement of the credit granting
to Systema-Gals for the continuation of the elite cottage settlement construction at the Rublevo-Uspenskoe highway. The
credit agreement was signed by affiliated company of Systema
Gals, OOO Gorki-8, the total amount of investments amounted
to 12. 67 bln. rubles, the term of implementation – 5 years.

As far as the price situation is concerned, no price growth
was observed in Q1 2011. However, positive dynamics is expected by the end of H1 2011. The growth of prices will possibly
amount to 3-5% on average in the market.

The landmark event was the delivery of the first from the
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Wholesale land market
Supply pattern of land plots in Moscow Region by highways,
Q1 2011

In Q1 2011, the wholesale land market of Moscow Region
saw no tangible recovery.
The largest number of wholesale land plots was offered for
sale in Novorizhskoe (26%) and Dmitrovskoe (16%) directions,
the minimum – in Kaluzhskoe (3%), Rublevo-Uspenskoe (3%)
and Pyatnitskoe (2%).
The majority of wholesale land plots in Q1 2011 were located
within the range of 51 - 80 km from MKAD (25%).
Thus, the most expensive land is still the land in RublevoUspenskoe direction, the average price of 1 sotka of wholesale
land plots amounts to approx $ 14 500. Kaluzhskoe and
Kievskoe directions took the second and the third places by the
average cost of 1 sotka - $ 6 500 and $ 5 500 respectively. The
lowest average price of 1 sotka of wholesale land was recorded
in Minskoe direction and amounts to approx $ 1 300.

Source: Blackwood research

Supply pattern of land plots in Moscow Region by distance
from MKAD, Q1 2011

The average price of 1 sotka of land within 15 km from
MKAD amounted to approx $ 10 000 per sotka in Q1 2011. The
price of 1 sotka of land varied from $ 9 100 to $ 4 200 per sotka
in the distance from 15 to 50 km from MKAD. The average price
of 1 sotka of land did not exceed $ 1 800 per sotka in the distance farther then 50 km from MKAD.
Source: Blackwood research

The average price of 1 sotka depending upon the highway,
Q1 2011, $/sotka

The average price per 1 sotka by distance from MKAD,
Q1 2011, $/sotka

Source: Blackwood research

Source: Blackwood research

Trends and forecast
MKAD. This trend contributed to the growth of average price of 1
sotka of wholesale land in the range under consideration.

It should be noted that in Q1 2011, the total level of supply
price indices remained stable, minor shifts of average indices
depending on the direction and distance from MKAD were recorded, but they were connected first of all with the changes in
the supply structure.

It should be noted that the share of large wholesale land plots
measuring from 50 ha remained invariable and amounted to
approx 15% of the total supply volume. At the same time the agricultural lands (mainly for the construction of dachas) constitute
65% of lands in the total supply volume. The settlements lands
(mainly for
individual housing construction) constitute 24% of
the total supply volume. The lands for industrial purpose constitute
9%, and the lands of other categories constitute 2%.

Thus, Dmitrovskoe direction turned out to be at the second
place after the traditional leader - Novorizhskoe direction, by the
number of wholesale land plots, replacing Simpheropolskoe
direction.
The majority of new wholesale land plots offered for sale in
Q1 2011 were located within the range of 15 - 30 km from
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